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Taren Grom
Editor

THE FORUM FOR THE INDUSTRY EXECUTIVE

Regards,

Letter  from the Editor

The New Market
Frontier
NEW SEGMENTATION TECHNIQUES might just be the way to uncover the
next growth opportunity for brands. Audience segmentation has been
around forever and is used by most companies to identify those consumers
who are the right fit for their brands — and companies are spending big
bucks for these insights. As closerlook’s David Ormesher points out in

this month’s Forum, Netflix offered $1 million to
anyone who could improve its movie recommen-
dation targeting by 10%. It took three years, 100
million customer records, and people from 184
countries before a team claimed the prize. To read
more from Mr. Ormesher, as well as the other
thought leaders interviewed for this article, please
turn to Customer-Centric Segmentation. 
Leveraging new insights into where, how, and

by whom a brand is being prescribed — and
where untapped potential still exists — is the key

to unlocking full commercial potential, according to IMS Health.
Thanks to our friends at IMS, particularly, Ron Brand, senior principal,
commercial effectiveness services, the following approaches address
some ways brand managers can use targeting and segmentation to re-
juvenate a brand and stimulate new growth.  
1. Understanding treatment decisions hones messaging and field

force activities. With a better understanding of how and which new pa-
tients are being prescribed a brand, marketers can right size and accu-
rately deploy the field force as well as fine tune messages to reach physi-
cians who are most likely to grow the product’s prescription volume.
2. Managed care insights enable optimal contracting and greater mar-

ket access. Prescribers can be indexed based on whether they have high,
medium, or low access to a brand by analyzing data that show the brand’s
formulary position and plan co-pay requirements. Using this knowledge,
call plans can be adjusted to engage more medium-volume prescribers
who have greater access to a given brand and shift resources away from
high-volume prescribers who have low access to the drug.
3. Understanding the multiplier effect: a new measure of physician

potential. By quantifying the full potential of a physician’s impact be-
yond the prescriptions directly attributed to him or her, marketers gain
critical insights that pinpoint the physicians who should be prioritized
for personal and nonpersonal promotion given their “multiplier effect”
on followers’ prescribing behaviors. This information helps to drive op-
erating efficiencies and better informs an array of business decisions, in-
cluding physician profiling segmentation and targeting, resource opti-
mization and deployment, and managed care pull-through activities.
4. Creating segmentation beyond physicians for sustaining brand

growth. One common element — patient-centric insights — is funda-
mental to all. By leveraging de-identified patient-level data to differen-
tiate prescribing influences and behaviors, sales and marketing efforts can
be more precisely channeled.
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A windpipe grown from

stem cells is just the

 beginning of exciting

new treatments that

aim to repair damaged tissue.
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Customer-centric

 segmentation has gone

micro; the industry can

now better pinpoint

 patient and physician behaviors. 
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As Latin America’s key

influencer across the

 region, Mexico is a

strong and growing

pharmaceutical market.
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Personalized-medicine-

focused clinical trials

are challenging data

managers to develop

proactive, dynamic

CDM strategies.
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